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FOS SCORPIO WASH
L006186

Revolutionary led wash/beam moving head, 7 leds 60 watt RGBW +
39 ring pixel leds RGB 0.2watt, linear zoom 6-60 degrees, vortex
effect, full pixel control, dynamic macros, adjustable color
temperature 3200K to 8000K, 26/38/66 DMX control channels,
0-100% linear dimmer, 16 bit Pan./tilt, powercon in/out, 10kg.

TECHNICAL DETAILS  

Fixture Description
Scorpio Wash, wash light fixture, based on 60 Watt RGBW LEDs, with independent control ability. Offers linear zoom function and
kaleidoscopic/multibeam effects with the rotating lens plate. The extra front RGB ring, creates a nice visual effect, with a variety of
macros, especially usefull when the fixture is used in a background setup. 

Light Source / Optics
Main lighting sources: 7x 60 Watt RGBW LEDs. 
Front ring: 39x 0,2 RGB SMD LEDs.
Linear zoom from 6 to 60 degrees.
Rotating lens plate for kaleidoscopic / multicolour effects.
Independent control for each LED. 
Front RGB ring for visual effects / chases, or single colours.
 

Effects
RGBW colour mixing.
Pixel effects / independent pixel control on the main LED light sources.
Linear zoom and multibeam effects with variable speed and indexing.
Linear colour temperature adjustment from 2700 K to 8000 K.
Front ring for extra visual effect, with built in chases and effects, with speed control.
Linear dimming and variable strobe effects. 



 

Control
Music and Auto run with 9 different programs.
Master / Slave modes [Master/Alone]
DMX Control with 38, 26 or 66 control channels.
selectable Pan & Tilt ranges: [Pan] 630/540/360 degrees, [Tilt] 270/180/90 degrees.
Channel testing via the options menu.
Calibration menu.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 90/260 Volt AC, 50/60 Hz.
Power Consumption: 450 Watt max.
Power and DMX signal input and output, with PowerCon and 3pin XLR.
Environmental temperature conditions for operation: -35ºC to +45ºC.
IP20 protection rate against dust and water sparys: for indoor use only.
 

Dimensions / Packing Details
Fixture dimensions: 336 x 224 x 372 mm (D x W x H).
Packing dimensions: 430 x 320 x 490 mm (D x W x H).
Net Weight: 10 Kgs.
Gross Weight: 12,65 Kgs.

PHOTOS  



PRODUCT VIDEO  

ACCESSORIES  

FOS CLAMP 100
Professional clamp for

fixtures lifting weight 100

Fos Case Scorpio Wash
Flight case with wheels for

4 pcs Scorpio Wash.

FOS Folded Clamp
Folded clamp for FOS

moving heads. Suitable for
Ti

FC-PDC-1.5
Professional PowerCon /

DMX cable 1.5 meter,

FC-PDC-3
Professional PowerCon /

DMX cable 3 meter,

FC-PDC-5
Professional PowerCon /

DMX cable 5 meter,
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